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The multi chain protocol
for locks, vesting and swaps



Every cycle, huge gains
are made in presales

Investors access tokens in exchange 
for accepting lockups and vesting 
schedules lasting 3-24+ months

Example presale terms



Investors make huge paper gains but 
often cannot trade their locked tokens
Many tokens don’t vest until the next 

bear market, wiping out gains



The solution:



We make tradeable vesting tokens the norm
By building free vesting tools for founders

(Our vesting tools include built in 
infrastructure to support the secure 
transfer of un-vested tokens, while 

protecting founders) 



Everything we build is open for any team to use

100% Self Service / Decentralized

Coordination with Unvest’s team is entirely optional

Teams lock their tokens in non-custodial contracts
(meaning we/they can’t touch them)



Why should 
vesting tokens 
be tradeable?

(They already are, off-chain OTC groups 
already exist, but they add risk and 

overhead and are relatively inflexible) 



Token owners can take profits early 

Buyers are able to access
tokens below market price

Presale price
$0.10 

2021 cycle ATH
$42.40

Locked Flow
Theoretical price range



The market price of the underlying liquid asset is not disrupted

Teams still get the benefit of vesting schedules      New market efficiencies are unlocked

LOCKED TOKENS ARE A NEW ASSET CLASS



Core Apps
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Zero code required, with a built in claim dashboard for investors, installment based vesting only

Liquid Vesting Tokens - lock, send, vest then claim any token

LVTs



The contract mints Liquid Vesting 
Tokens representing the rights to the 
original tokens, divided by instalment 
(eg. 1mth, 2mth…) these are sent to 
investors and can be freely traded

A project owner sends their 
tokens to the Unvest contract, 

along with recipient addresses 
for their investors, and a few 

other vesting details

On maturity, the buyer 
holding the Liquid Vesting 
Tokens can redeem them 1:1 
for the original unlocked 

token via the Liquid 
Vesting contract



Zero code required, with a built in claim dashboard for investors, linear vesting and  installment based vesting

Every investor gets an NFT, the NFT is the key that allows claiming of tokens during vesting

NFT Vesting



Sell your NFT to sell your allocation (on any marketplace).

Complete vesting customization, cliffs, continuous and/or instalments.

Teams can mint new NFTs using the protocol.

Or, can use their existing NFTs (Apes, Goblins etc.). 

NFTs can easily be split by investors for partial sales.



By using Unvest, any NFT 
community can launch 
their own ApeCoin

Unvest’s tools can Airdrop and Vest any
coin to existing NFTs in an external 
collection. Meaning NFT teams can reward
people for continued ownership.



Unvest also allows existing projects
to raise capital and awareness
without dumping on their communities

Via issuing new Liquid Vesting Tokens and/or Vesting NFTs 

In April 2021, Rally and Coinlist were able to sell $22M in RLY to 
over 40,000 new holders at a 30% markdown (to compensate for the 
RLY tokens being locked up for a 12-month linear release) 



There’s even more…



Decentralize project liquidity while protecting against rug pulls and dumping

Lock liquidity + issue proxy tokens

Liquid Locks
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Free to use, just cover the gas 

Airdrop any token to thousands of wallets

AirDropper



The perfect marketplace for Liquid Vesting Tokens and Liquid Locks

Buy or sell any token with zero slippage, peer to peer.

OTC



Perfect for Vesting NFTs, fees are redirected back to the protocol, instead of external marketplaces

Trustless NFT sales with integrated vesting data 

NFT Market



Access

Staking Governance

As the protocol matures, protocol parameters 
will be controlled by the Unvest DAO, with 
UNV tokens controlling vote weight.

Currently, community members can swap 
their unlocked UNV for time-locked UNV 
(LVTs) at a favorable rate.

Protocol features can be paywalled, with 
UNV tokens required as payment. Collected 
tokens can be permanently burned.

Token

Deflationary

Beyond the initial supply cap of 
1,000,000,000 tokens, no new UNV can be 
minted. Ongoing burns will reduce the supply.
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